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Background to C‐23: Reasons for Development
• Majority of tubes used in tube
trailers, ISO containers,
trailers
containers and MEGCs
are mounted in bulkheads. Tubes
are held in bulkheads by threaded
mounting flanges and external
external,
mounting threads that are machined
on neck mounting surfaces at each
end of each tube.
tube

• These threads are the primary
means of attachment between tubes
and the trailer or skid structural
framework.
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Background to C‐23: Reasons for Development
• Before the arrival of Acoustic Emission
Testing (AET), jumbo tubes were
requalified by hydrostatic testing,
which required disassembly of the
trailer.

• With DOT approval of AET by special
permits, disassembly was no longer
necessary for requalification.
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Background to C‐23: Reasons for Development
• The lack of disassembly
resulted in tube neck
mounting surfaces not being
sufficiently examined or not
being examined at all.
all

• It is clear today that lack of
examination of this primary
connection point resulted in
tube and flange threads being
permitted to wear too much.
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Background to C‐23: Reasons for Development
One incident changed everything!
May 1, 2001 accident in
Ramona, OK, involving a pick‐
up truck and a hydrogen tube
trailer, resulted in one end of
a tube being ejected from the
trailer’s tube bundle causing a
release and ignition of
hydrogen gas.
Ultimately, it was determined
by CGA members that the
cause of ejection was severely
worn threads on both the
tube and the flange.
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Background to C‐23: Reasons for Development
• The National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) tasked DOT with
addressing safety concerns identified by
Ramona accident.

• In turn, DOT asked CGA to address
safety concerns identified by NTSB.

• CGA TB‐25, Design Considerations for
Tube Trailers,
Trailers was developed by CGA
members and referenced by DOT in
49 CFR § 173.301(i)(2).

• TB‐25 addresses design of tube trailers
or an ISO framework, but it does not
specifically
p
y address the inspection
p
of
tube neck mounting surfaces.
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Background to C‐23: Reasons for Development
• During development of TB‐25, CGA members recognized the root cause of
the Ramona accident was lack of inspection of tube neck mounting
surfaces.

• CGA C‐6, Standards for Visual Inspection of Steel Compressed Gas
Cylinders, contains no specific requirements for inspection of tube neck
Cylinders
mounting surfaces.

• Thus, CGA C‐23 , Inspection of Tube Neck Mounting Surfaces, was written
to address these surfaces that were not being inspected or maintained.

• DOT special permit requalifiers (using UE and AE) are now required to
disassemble jumbo trailers and skids every 10 years
years.

• Disassembly permits

evaluation of the neck area of tubes (large,
seamless,, compressed
p
ggas cylinders)
y
) usingg DOT p
provided inspection
p
requirements.
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Scope of CGA C‐23
• Applies to inspection and evaluation of tubes 12 ft. or longer with an outside
diameter (OD) greater than or equal to 18 in. that are supported by the neck
mounting surface
surface. Tubes with a smaller diameter are outside the scope.
scope

• Inspection is required every 10 years at requalification.
• Mounting flanges must be replaced during inspection
inspection.

Typical mounting of tube using mounting flange

Typical mounting flange
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Basic Categories of Thread Degradation

1 Generalized Thread Wear
1.

2. Isolated Thread Wear
(a.k.a. Local Thin Areas [LTAs])
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Generalized Thread Wear
• The erosion of the mounting threads due to relative motion between the
tube and the mounting flange.

• Characterized by a measurably shorter thread height in the area engaged
by the mounting flanges.
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Generalized Thread Wear
Two pieces of information are required to evaluate the thread wear:
thread crest that has worn away.
1. Amount of original
g
y
2. Number of threads affected by the wear.

Basic details of an external thread
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Isolated Thread Wear/Local Thin Areas (LTAs)
• Isolated damage to the mounting surface of tube necks caused by
anti‐rotation pins or set screws.

• The cumulative effect of these multiple pinning locations could
significantly reduce shear and bending strengths of the tube neck.
Anti‐Rotation Pin Damage

Set Screw Damage
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Isolated Thread Wear/Local Thin Areas (LTAs)
• Depth and width of erosion and number of isolated locations around
the tube neck must be evaluated.

• Voids in mounting threads could weaken shear strength of the
threaded joint.

• The allowable depth of isolated pits in the necks depends on the
geometry of the tube neck and equipment design.

(see next slide for legend)
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Isolated Thread Wear/Local Thin Areas (LTAs)
Dimensions of neck pin marks

Legend
a = Maximum depth of LTA to be measured from the minor diameter of the external thread in inches
BB = Plane at which bending stresses are calculated
D = Minor diameter of external thread in inches
d = Major diameter of internal thread in inches
L = Length of the LTA (for reference only, not used in the calculation)
t = Net ligament thickness of the neck = 0.5 • (D - d) in inches
tr = Minimum remaining thickness at LTA = t – a in inches
W = Maximum width LTA in inches
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Inspection Techniques – Generalized Thread Wear
1. Remove existing flange, sleeve
and any other mounting
hardware.
hardware
2. Inspect for evidence of arc or
torch burns per CGA C‐6.
3. Clean mounting threads.
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Inspection Techniques – Generalized Thread Wear
4. Using 3 thread profile gauges (75%, 50% and 35% of thread specification’s height),
measure 6 equidistant, circumferential locations, including the worst affected area.
Count & record number of threads within each wear range (e.g. >>= 50%, but < 75%).
5. Compare results of inspections to Acceptance Criteria in Section 6.5 of CGA C‐23.
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Inspection Techniques – Isolated Thread Wear
1. Identify the total number of localized thin areas (LTAs).
2. Measure the maximum depth and width of each LTA.
3. Assess the amount of overlap amongst the LTAs in each evaluation plane.
4. Assess the angular degree of separation between the LTAs around the neck circumference.
5. Compare results of above inspections to acceptance criteria in Table 1 of C‐23.

Illustration of an angle at an evaluation plane,
cross-section view
Illustration of evaluation planes, overhead view
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The Good & Bad: Acceptance/Rejection Criteria
Generalized Thread Wear:
The following criteria must be satisfied for each of the six (6) inspection locations:

•

The total equivalent threads shall be
at least 4; and

•

The combined number of equivalent
threads ≥ 50% shall be at least 2;
2
and

•

The measured thread ≥ 75% shall be
at least 1.
1
NOTE: Installation requires that the
engagement between the tube
mounting threads and the mounting
flange and, if applicable, the sleeve
shall as a minimum include the
specific threads used to satisfy
these acceptance criteria.

M
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The Good & Bad: Acceptance/Rejection Criteria
Generalized Thread Wear:

Q: What is an equivalent thread?
A: An equivalent thread is the sum of the products of: 1] the number
of threads of each thread height category and, 2] a de‐rating factor
defined in C
C‐23,
23, where:

• Threads below 35% have 0 value.
• Threads
eads 35% to 49%
9% have
a e a 35% value.
a ue
• Threads 50% to 74% have a 50% value.
• Threads 75% to 100% have a 75% value.
NOTE: If a single inspection location fails the criteria, the neck is
acceptable for installation if both adjacent locations pass and
have at least 3 equivalent threads of 50% or greater.
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The Good & Bad: Acceptance/Rejection Criteria
Isolated Thread Wear/Local Thin Areas (LTAs):

•

The below Table 1 from CGA C‐23 provides the acceptance criteria of LTAs within each
plane on a tube neck mounting surface:

Acceptance Criteria of Local Thin Areas
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Disposition of Inspected Tubes
• If the tube neck does not
satisfy the acceptance criteria,
the tube neck shall be
rejected. One of the following
options may be implemented:

Use an alternative means of
support (for example, a
saddle).
saddle)

Refer the tube to a qualified
facility for potential
rethreading per 49 CFR §
180.212(b)(2).

Condemn the tube.
tube

Tube Being
g Rethreaded
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Marking of Inspected Tubes/Equipment
• The equipment shall be
fixed with a data plate
indicating an inspection in
accordance with “C‐23”
has occurred.

• The data plate shall
indicate the month and
yyear of inspection
p
and
month and year the next
inspection is due.

• NOTE:

If rethreading is
performed, the tube end
must be marked
RETHREAD.
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The Future of CGA C‐23
• Step 1: CGA to petition the DOT to
reference C‐23 in special
permits for requalification of
18” OD or larger, DOT tubes
using AE and/or UE.

• Step 2: After a trial run, CGA
members confirm that C‐23
requires no revisions.
revisions

• Step 3: CGA petitions the DOT to
incorporate CGA C‐23
C 23 by
reference into the Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 49:
T
Transportation.
t ti
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Thank you!

Q
Questions?
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